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The purpose of this paper is to show how the values of the dual of a 
character of a finite group of Lie type can be computed on semisimple 
classes, given sufficient information about the original character. 
In the first approach, the values of a character x on elements u with 
(fixed) semisimple part s are related to the value of the dual x* at s. To be 
specific, 2 x(su) = St(s)x*(s), where St is the Steinberg character. The 
special case in which x is a component of the permutation character 1: and 
s = 1 was established by Kawanaka in [ 151. 
A second method can be used for the group of rational points of a 
connected, reductive algebraic group defined over a finite field with q 
elements. It is shown that x*(s) = St(s) x”(s), where, roughly speaking, x”(s) 
is x(s) with q replaced by l/q ( see Section 3). When s = 1 and x is a 
component of l,G, this formula coincides with a well-known formula 
involving generic degrees (see Green [ 121 and Curtis [9]). 
In Section 4, both approaches are applied to prove, for large q, a 
conjecture of I. Macdonald (see [21, 6.111). Special cases of this conjecture 
have been proved in Kawanaka [ 151 and Springer [22]. 
Most of the results in this paper were announced in [2] and proved in the 
author’s dissertation [ 31. 
1, PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
If H is a finite group, irr H will denote the set of irreducible characters of 
H, char H the virtual characters of H, and cf H the class functions on H, all 
over the field C of complex numbers. Let ( , h, or simply ( , ), denote the 
usual Hermitian form on cf H; df g) = 1 H I-’ CheH f(h) g(h). 
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Let G be a finite group with split (Z?, N)-pair of characteristic p (see [6, 8, 
20]), G = (B, N). Let (IV, R) be the Coxeter system for G; R is a set of 
distinguished generators for the Coxeter group W = NIT, T = B 17 B. For 
J s R let W, be the subgroup of W generated by J. Then PJ = B W,B is a 
standard parabolic subgroup of G, with Levi decomposition PJ = L, V,, V, = 
O,(P,). The Levi factor L, has a split (B, N)-pair of characteristic p, with 
Coxeter system (W,, J). If Kc J, then PJ,K = L,n Px is a standard 
parabolic subgroup of L,, with Levi decomposition PJ,K = L, VJ,K, V,,, = 
L, 17 V,. Also, V, is the semidirect product V, = V, V,,, . 
For K s J E R and cp E irr L,, let $ be the extension of q to PJ,K via the 
projection PJ,K --t L, z PJ,K /I’,,,. Thus I = q(Z) for 1 EL,, u E V,,K. We 
define Ziu, = Ind’-,:J@. Note that Zi extends to linear maps Zi : 
char L, --t char L, and Zi : cf L, -+ cf L,. We will write ZK instead of ZE when 
J=R. 
Assume now that K s J s R and x E irr L,. Then define Tix = CqpcirrL,h, 
Zi~)~,q; Tix is called the truncation of x to L, (Curtis [9]). We will write 
TK instead of Ti when J = R. If x is the character of the CL,-module M, 
then Tix is the character of L, afforded by the subspace of VJ,,-invariants 
of M. Note that Ti extends to linear maps Ti: char L, -+ char L, and Ti: 
cfL,-+cfL,. Iff E cfL,, then the value of Tif at IEL, is given by 
GfN = I h,KI - l c f (~~1. (1.1) 
V~VJ,K 
The next two lemmas follow easily from the remarks above and will be 
stated without proof. 
(1.2) LEMMA. Zf KsJsR, f EcfL, and gEcfL,, then V;Zig)LJ= 
(Tif, & 
(1.3) LEMMA. ZfKsJcR, then ZK=ZJZi and TK= TiT,. 
Let f be a class function on G. Following Curtis [9], we define the dual f * 
off to be the class function f * = C,ER (--l)lJ’ ZJT,J: 
(1.4) THEOREM (Curtis [9, Theorem 1.31). If JE R and f E cf G, then 
Gf I* = T,(f *I 
The proof of the following theorem, which is outlined in [ 11, will be 
included for the sake of completeness. This theorem has also been proved 
independently by N. Kawanaka (private communication). 
(1.5) THEOREM. The duality map f + f * is an isornetry on cf G of order 
two. Thusx**=xand fx*EirrG z$xEirrG. 
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Proof. Let J; g E cf G. Using the definition for f *, we see that (f *, g) is 
equal to 
(1.6) 
The symmetry of (1.6) shows that (f*, g) = (f, g*). It remains to prove 
f**=f: 
We have 
Curtis’ result, 
f ** = CJzR (-l)%T,(f*) = CczR (-l)‘J’ I,((T,f)*) by 
Theorem 1.4. Expanding (TJf)*, we obtain 
f ** = c (-l)lJ’ c (-l)‘K’ I,Z;T;T,J (1.7) 
JER KG&l 
Finally, applying Lemma 1.3 to (1.7) gives 
f ** = c (-l)lK’ (c (+“) IKTKf: 
KER J2K 
(l-8) 
For a given K E R, the contribution to the sum in (1.8) is zero unless 
K = R. Therefore f * * = IR TR f = f, which finishes the proof of the theorem. 
Let J c R and assume p E irr L, is cuspidal. That is, Tip = 0 when K c J, 
Kf J. An immediate consequence of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 and Lemma 1.2 
is that (I,yl)* = I,(cp*) = (-l)lJ’ I,cp. If x E irr G is a component of IJu, of 
multiplicity m, so that m = (,& I,cp) > 0, we deduce from Theorem 1.5 that 
(-l)lJ’x* E irr G, and that (-l)lJ’x* is also a component of IJu, of 
multiplicity m. 
2. DUALITY AND JORDAN DECOMPOSITION 
Suppose H is a finite group, x E H, and that p is a prime. There is a 
unique p-element u of H and a unique p’-element s of H such that 
x = su = us; u (s) is called the p-part (p/-part, respectively) of x. The proof 
of the following lemma is elementary and will be omitted (see Lusztig [ 17, 
Sect. 21). 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let P be a finite group which is a semidirect product 
P = L V, where V is a normal p-subgroup of P. Assume 1 E L and v E V. 
Then the PI-parts of 1 and lv are conjugate by an element of V. 
Now let G = (B, N) be a finite group with split (B, N)-pair of charac- 
teristic p. If x E G, the p-part (p’-part) of x will be called the unipotent 
(semisimple) part of x, and will be denoted by x,, (x,,, respectively). The 
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element x will be called unipotent (semisimple) if x = x,, (x = xss, respec- 
tively). 
It will be convenient o use a basis for cf G other than irr G. For x, y E G, 
define p,(y) = 1 Z( x )I ‘f 1 x and y are conjugate, and set p,(y) = 0 otherwise. 
Then {px 1 x E G} is a basis for cf G, and (f; p,) = f(x) for f E cf G, x E G. 
(2.2) LEMMA. If x, y E G and p,*(y) # 0, then x,, and y,, are conjugate. 
ProoJ If p,*(y) # 0, then IJ T,p,( y) # 0 for some J 5 R. Thus there are 
1 EL, and u E V, such that y is conjugate to Iv and (T,p,)-(Zv) = 
T,p,(l) # 0. From (1.1) we see that p,(Zu) # 0 for some u E VJ, so that x is 
conjugate to lu. The proof is completed by applying Lemma 2.1 to 
PJ = L, v, . 
Let s E G be semisimple. Denote by V(s) the set of all unipotent elements 
in Z(s), the centralizer of s. 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let s E G be semisimple, and assume J; g E cf G. Then 
& mu> g(su> = & f*(su> g*(su)* 
Proof. It is enough to argue in the case f = px, g = p,*, x, y E G, by 
Theorem 1.5. It must be shown that 
.Z(,) P,(S~)P~(S~) = ugc,, P,*WP&U)~ 
or, equivalently, that 
P,*(X) c Px(su)=P,*(Y) c PYW. 
UEUS) UE V(S) 
(2.4) 
By Lemma 2.2, both sides of (2.4) vanish unless x,, and ys, are conjugate. 
We may reduce to the case x = suO, y = sv,,, uO, v0 E V(s). An easy 
calculation shows both sums in (2.4) are equal to IZ(s)l. Finally, p,*(x) = 
@,*, p,) = by, p$) = @:, p,) = p,*( y) by Theorem 1.5. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Let St be the Steinberg character of G. Recall that St is an irreducible 
character of G of degree ]GIP, and that St = CER (-l)lJ’ IndFJ I,,, (Curtis 
[7, Theorem 21). Thus St = 12, and St vanishes off the semisimple classes of 
G. The following three corollaries are therefore special cases of Theorem 2.3. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. Let s E G be semisimple, and let x be a character of 
G. Then Cu.v(s) x(4 = W)x*W 
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(2.6) COROLLARY. If x is a character of G, then ~usV~l~~(u) = 
IGI,x*(l). 
(2.7) COROLLARY (Steinberg [23]). If s E G is semisimple, then 
) V(s)\ = St(s)? 
The next result can be thought of as an orthogonality relation and gives 
another connection between the duality operation x +x* and Jordan decom- 
position. 
(2.8) THEOREM. Let s E G be semisimple and x E G arbitrary. The 
quantity CxeirrG x(x) x*(s) is equal to (Z(s)l/St(s) ifx,, is conjugate to s and 
vanishes otherwise. 
Proof: Applying Corollary 2.5 we obtain 
x;rG x(x> *(s) =St(s)- l 2 c x(x)x(su)* 
uoY(s) xeirrG 
An orthogonality formula for characters ([ 10, 31.191) shows the quantity in 
question vanishes unless x is conjugate to some su, u E V(s), which occurs 
only if x,, is conjugate to s. We may assume, therefore, that x,, = s. From 
the above, Cx.irrG x(x) x*(s) = N 1 Z(x)l/St(s), where N is the number of su, 
u E V(s), conjugate to x. Since N = I Z(s) : Z(x)J, the theorem is proved. 
(2.9) COROLLARY. Zf u E G is unipotent, then CxsirrG x(u) x*( 1) = 1 GI,, . 
In particular, CXoirrGx(l)x*(l) = IGlp,. 
3. A SECOND METHOD 
In this section we assume G = GF is the group of rational points of a 
connected, reductive algebraic group G defined over a finite field F, with 
Frobenius endomorphism F. The group G = GF has a split (B, N)-pair of 
characteristic p, where q = pe, with B = Bt for an F-stable Bore1 subgroup 
B, of G, T = Tt for an F-stable maximal torus T, < B,, N = N(T,)F and 
W= WF for W = N(T,)/T,. Let rank,(G) be the dimension of a maximal 
[F,-split torus in G, and define so = (-l)‘, r = rank,(G). 
If T is an F-stable torus in G, then q -IF acts on the character group X(T) 
as an automorphism of finite order. Let n,(u) be the characteristic 
polynomial of q-lF on X(T) (L,(u) h as integer coefftcients). The multiplicity 
of u - 1 as a factor of L,(u) is equal to rank,(T). Thus udA,(l/u) = E&(U), 
where d = dim T. Also, l,(q) = ITF I. If T, < B, < G are as above, then 
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(GFJ =q'@' 
c 
I(W) 
I IT&q) P,(q), where @ is the root system of G and Pa(u) = 
WEWFU is the Poincare polynomial of (G, F). 
Let T be an F-stable maximal torus of G, and let 8: TF -+ C* be a linear 
character. Deligne and Lusztig [ 111 have constructed, for each such pair 
(T, 19), a virutal character Rt 13 of GF. Let s E GF be semisimple, and assume 
x E char GF. Theorem 6.8 and Propositions 7.3 and 7.5 of [ 111 imply that 
ids) =c E&3 01, R;e) eG”(s) 
(T.0) (R,“O, RVB) St(s) ’ 
(3.1) 
where the sum is over the GF-conjugacy classes of pairs (T, 0). 
If T contains a GF-conjugate of s, define fT,$(q) = ] Z(S)‘~]~,/T~], inter- 
preted as a polynomial (with integer coefficients) evaluated at q. Also, set 
where C 6f is summed over all GF-conjugates I of s in TF. Since St(s) = 
sosZo)O 1Z(s)“” Ia, (3.1) implies the following. 
x@) = c gT.tLx.sfT,sk) 
(T.0) 
(3.2) 
The right-hand side of (3.2) can be interpreted as a polynomial (with 
complex coeffkients) evaluated at q. Let H be an F-stable maximal torus 
contained in an F-stable Bore1 subgroup of Z(s)“. Then 
St(s&,(l/q) = st(s)n"(l/q)PZ,,,,(l/q)~T(l/q)-' 
=ETEG~,(q)PZ(s)0(4)1T(4)-' 
=ETECLfT,s(d, 
since dim H = dim T. We now need the following result, first communicated 
to the author by G. Lusztig (private communication). 
(3.3) THEOREM (Lusztig). If T is an F-stable maximal torus and 0: 
TF + C* is a linear character, then (RfO)* = eTEoRFO. 
Combining Theorem 3.3 with the observations above, we have proved the 
next theorem. 
(3.4) THEOREM. Let s E GF be semisimple and let x E char G’. Then 
x*(s) = St(s) xx(s), where x”(s) is obtained from expression (3.2)for x(s) by 
replacing q by l/q. 
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Now consider the case s = 1. Formula (3.2) takes the following form (see 
Lusztig [ 19, 3.141). 
(3.5) 
The sum in (3.5) is over the GF-classes of pairs (T, 0). The right-hand side 
of (3.5) is viewed as the value d,(q) of a polynomial d,(u) with rational 
coefficients k E char GF). 
(3.6) COROLLARY. If x E char GF, then df(q) = q’@” dx( l/q), where @ 
is the root system of G. 
Let @ be a fixed root system. If we consider all connected, reductive G 
defined over finite fields with root system @, then the resulting set of 
polynomials d,(u), x E irr GF, is finite [ 11, Proposition 6.3 and 
Theorem 6.81. If we further assume G is semisimple, then there are integers 
M, N, and E (depending only on @) such that ] GF] always divides 
q”(qN - 1)” (see Steinberg [23, 11.161). Also, if x E irr GF, then x( 1) divides 
IGFI [lo, 33.71. Th us if we assume q is large (with respect o @) and G is 
semisimple, the polynomials d,(u), x E irr GF, can be factored as d,(u) = 
c&#(u) with a rational, e a nonnegative integer and d(u) a product of 
cyclotomic polynomials. This fact, together with Corollary 3.6, proves the 
following. 
(3.7) COROLLARY. Let @ be a root system. Assume G is a semisimple 
group defined over F,, with root system Qi and Frobenius endomorphism F. 
If q is large with respect to @, and if x E irr GF, then x*(1)/x(l) is of the 
form fq” for some integer n. 
4. DUALITY AND CHARACTER DEGREES 
From now on, G will denote an algebraic group which is defined over a 
finite field F,, with corresponding Frobenius endomorphism F. It will be 
assumed that G is at least connected and reductive. Let V(1) be the set of 
unipotent element of G”. We will consider the following two statements 
about the pair (G, F). 
(4.1) For any x E irr GF, the quantity C&) = Cuev(ij x(u)/x(l) is 
of the form +qe for some nonnegative integer e. 
(4.2) For any x E irr GF, the quantity x*(1)/x(l) is of the form fqn 
for some integer It. 
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For x E irr GF, let x’ E irr GF be such that x* = &’ (Theorem 1.5). Then 
Ck) and Ch’) are algebraic integers [ 10, p. 2361. Also, Ck) = 
IGFIpx*WxW and Ck’) = 1 GF Ip x(1)/x*( 1) by Corollary 2.6, since 
X ** =x (Theorem 1.5). Therefore Ck) is a rational integer, and x(l),, = 
]x*(l)],,. Since ]GFIp = q’@+‘, where @ is the root system of G, we have 
proved the following. 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. The pair (G, F) satisfies (4.1) if and only if (G, F) 
satisfies (4.2). 
By Corollary 3.7, we know that (4.1) and (4.2) are valid for (G, F) if G is 
semisimple and q is sufftciently large with respect o @. 
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward and will be omitted. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Let G = (B, N) be a finite group with split (B, N)-pair of 
characteristic p, and assume H is a subgroup of T n Z(G), T = B n N. Let 
G = G/H, and give G the natural induced split (B, N)-pair structure. For 
x E char G, let Lx E char G be the lift of x to G via the projection G --t G, so 
that Lx(g) = x(gH). Then (Lx)* = LoI*). Thus if x E irr e, x*(1)/x( 1) = 
(Lx)*(lYLx(l). 
(4.5) LEMMA. Suppose that G and G’ areftnite groups with split (B, N)- 
pairs of characteristic p, that G 9 G’ and that G and G’ have a common 
Coxeter system (W, R). For J s R let PJ (Pi) be the corresponding standard 
parabolic subgroup of G (G’, respectively). Assume O,(P,) = O,(P:) for 
Js R. Let x E irr G’, and let x0 E irr G be any component of the restriction 
x IG of x to G. Then x*(Wx(l) =xo*(Wxd~). 
ProojI First note that 
x*(l) = c (-l)‘J’ IF’ : P;I ollvj, l,;),;, 
JER 
where v; = O,(Pi). Also, V$=O,(P,)= VJ for JcR. Thus 
U= V6 = Vl, = U’, so that G contains all p-elements of G’. If J s R, then 
GP; = Ph for some K g R. Then Vk c O,(G) = V, = { 1 }, and therefore 
K=R and GP;=G’. Also, PJ = N&V,) = G ~7 NG,(V$) (Curtis [8, 
Proposition 1.5]), and therefore ]G : P,l = I G’ : P:l, for J E R. It follows that 
x*(l) = 01 IO)*(l)’ 
By Clifford’s theorem ([ 10, 49.71) we have x JG = rnko +x1 + --. +xkel), 
where m > 1 and x0,..., xk- I are distinct G/-conjugate irreducible characters 
of G. Thus x,,(l)= a.. =xk-i(l) and x(1) = m&,(l). Since G 4 G’, the set 
V(1) of unipotent elements of G is G’-invariant. Therefore 
LV(1)X&> = *** = CU.V(l)Xk-l (a). From this it follows that x$(l) = ..a = 
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~$-~(l) by Corollary 2.6. Therefore x*(l) = k IG)*(l) = m/&(l), and the 
proof of the lemma is completed. 
Let II: G -+ G be an isogeny of semisimple groups. Assume a, G are 
defined over iF,, with Frobenius endomorphisms F, F, and that np= Fz (i.e., 
71 is defined over IF4). Let G = GF, G = GF and I? = (ker 7~)‘. The next 
lemma follows from Lemmas 4.4 (applied to f?--+ c/it> and 4.5 (applied to 
G/I? g n(G) 4 G). 
(4.6) LEMMA. Assume 7~: G -+ G is an isogeny of semisimple groups 
dejined over F,. If (4.2) holds for (G, F), then, (4.2) holds for (G, F). 
(4.7) LEMMA. Assume that G is connected, reductive and defined over 
F,, with Frobenius endomorphism F. Let G, be a closed, connected, reductive 
F-stable subgroup of G, and assume DG, = DG. Then (4.2) holds for (G, F) 
if and only if (4.2) holds for (G,, F). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.5 to Gi 4 GF. 
We now show that (4.2) will hold in general if (4.2) is true for certain 
special cases (see Lusztig [ 16, 1.181 for a similar reduction argument). To 
prove that (4.2) is true for (G, F), it is enough to prove (4.2) holds for 
(DG, F) (Lemma 4.7). Thus we may assume G = DG is semisimple. Let 
G 1 ,..., G, be the simple components of G (see Humphreys [ 14, 27.51). Let 
H ,,..., H, be the subgroups of G corresponding to the orbits of F on 
(G 1,..., G,}. Then R-Ii= Hi, and multiplication H, x a.. x H,+ G is an 
isogeny defined over F,. By Lemma 4.6, we may reduce to the case G = H, , 
and may assume FG, = Gi+, (l<i<m), FG,=Gl. Let G= 
G, x . . . x G,, and define F: G --P G by F(g, ,..., g,) = (Fg,, Fg, ,..., Fgmpl). 
Then P is the Frobenius endomorphism for an if,-rational structure on G, 
and multiplication B + G is an isogeny defined over F,. Applying 
Lemma 4.6 again, we may assume G = G, X a-- x G, and that FGi = Gi+l 
(1 < i ( m), FG, = G,. Note that G, is defined over /Fqm, with Frobenius 
endomorphism F”. Also, GF E GF. Therefore (4.2) holds for (G, F) if (4.2) 
holds for (G, , F”‘) (with qm replacing q). We thus reduce further to the case 
G = G, , so that the Dynkin diagram r for G is connected. Applying 
Lemma 4.6 once more, we may also assume that G is simply connected. The 
reduction is summarized in the following theorem. 
(4.7) THEOREM. Let I1 ,..., I, be connected Dynkin diagrams, and let q 
be a prime power. Assume that (4.2) holds for (G, p) whenever G is a simply 
connected group defined over IFgm, m > 1, with Frobenius endomorphism p 
and Dynkin diagram Ii for some i. Let G be a connected, reductive group 
deJined over F, with Frobenius endomorphism F, such that the components of 
the Dynkin diagram I of G are among I, ,...,I,. Then (4.2) holds for (G, F). 
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(4.8) THEOREM. Let G be simply connected and defined over ff 4, with 
Frobenius endomorphism F. Assume (G, F) is of type A,,, ‘A,,, B,, C,, D, or 
‘D,. Then (4.2) holds for (G, F). 
ProoJ: By Lemma 4.7, it is sufficient to show (4.2) holds when G is 
reductive, DG is simply connected, Z(G) is connected, and (G, F) is of type 
A n, 2A,, B,, C,, D, or 2D,. Let W = WF be the (relative) Weyl group of 
G = GF, with set of distinguished generators R. Suppose x E irr G, and let 
x’ E irr G be such that x’ = f~* (Theorem 1.5). By the remarks after 
Theorem 1.5, x and x’ are both components of some induced cuspidal 
representation I,rp, 1~ R. Let W(p) be the set of distinguished (W,, W,> 
double coset representatives w such that “‘J= J and “‘v, = q. Thus W(q) is 
isomorphic to the stabilizer of q in N,( W,)/W,. Also, W(q) is a Coxeter 
group, with set of distinguished generators S, and the irreducible components 
of IJu, correspond by specialization to the irreducible characters of W(p) 
(see Asai [4, Sect. 71). Let x correspond to ,U and x’ to P’, p, ,u’ E irr W(q). 
Assume ISI> (if W(p)={l}, thenX=X’=fX*; so~*(l)/~(l)=fl and 
the assertion of (4.2) holds for G, F, x). We shall prove ,u’ = sgn @p, where 
sgn is the sign character of (W(q), S). 
Assume ISI = 1, so that 1 W(p)1 = 2 and Z,cp =x +x1, x1 E irr G, x, #x. 
We must show x’ =x1. By Curtis’s result (Theorem 1.4), Lemma 1.2 and 
[4, 1.3.181, we may assume J is a maximal subset of R. Then by [8, 
Theorem 3.51, we have x* = (-1) ‘RI-lmIJy, + (-l)lR’x, for some m > 0. 
Thus rn(x + xi) = fx f x*, and so xi = x’ = fx* since x, # 2. It follows that 
,u’ # ,u, and therefore p’ = sgn @ p in this case. 
Assume that IS/ > 1. By a suitable induction hypothesis, Theorem 1.4 and 
Asai [4, Theorem 7.251, we may assume that @‘, Ind~~$,V) = (sgn @P, 
Ind F[$,v) when K E S, K # S, and v E irr We, where We is generated 
by K. It follows that ,u’ = sgn @ ~1 (see Benson and Curtis [Sl), since 1 SI > 1. 
The irreducible characters of G = GF are partitioned into geometric 
conjugacy classes irr(GF, [s]), one for each conjugacy class [s] of 
semisimple lements of G*F, where G* is the dual group of G (Deligne and 
Lusztig [ 11, Sects. 5 and 61). Let x E irr(GF, is]). Then x’ E irr(GF, [s]) by 
the remarks above and Asai 14, Theorem 6.11. Let R: irr(GF, is]) + 
irr(Z,,(s)*“, [ 11) be the bijection defined in Lusztig [ 181 and Asai [4], and 
set p = Rk), p’ = Rk’). Then x’( 1)/x( 1) = p’( l)/p( 1) (see [ 18, Theorem 8.2; 
4, Theorem 6.11). Also, p and p’ are both components of the character 
induced from some irreducible cuspidal unipotent character p, of some Levi 
factor of Z,,(s) *F. By Lusztig [ 19, 3.26.11, @(1)/p(l) = dk,,)/d&), where 
dk,) and d&,) are specializations of the generic degrees for the characters 
of the generalized Hecke algebra of IJq which correspond to ~1 and p’. Since 
,u’ = sgn @ ,u, d(X,,,) can be obtained from dk,) by replacing q by l/q and 
multiplying by a power of q (see Green [ 121). Hence dk,,)/d&,) is of the 
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form q” for some integer n, by the formulas of Hoefsmit [ 131. Therefore 
x*(1)/~(1)= f~‘(l)/~(l) = @‘(1)/p(l) = fq”; so that (4.2) holds for 
G, F, x. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If the characteristic p of IF, is not 2, then a simpler proof of Theorem 4.8 
is possible. Let G be as in the proof above. The formulas of Lusztig [ 18, 191, 
Asai [4], and Hoefsmit [ 131 show that x( l)P is always a power of q when 
x E irr GF. Thus x*(1)/x( 1) is trivially of the form fq” in this case, since 
+x* E irr GF. 
If G is simply connected and (G, F) is of type ‘D,, E,, 2E,, E, , E, , Fd or 
G then (4.2) holds for (G, F) provided q is sufficiently large 
(dorollary 3.7). Combining this with Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 proves the 
following. 
(4.9) THEOREM. Assertion (4.2) holds for any (G, F), provided q is 
large. 
Note that the sense in which q must be large in Theorem 4.9 does not 
depend on the particular root system of G (as in Corollary 3.7). It is 
expected that (4.2) is true in general. 
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